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Before using the product for the first time, please
read through the user guide.
Please use this product correctly after fully
understanding the content of the user guide.

The phone holder for sports T-PH02 is the accessory of Takeway T1
Clampod. It is suitable for smartphone at 4~5.7 inches which can be used in
a dynamical environment, even there is strong shaking it will not fall off.

1 After loosening the bracket screw knob
of the sport mobile phone holder, move
the mounting bracket to one side. Push
the mounting plate slightly outward and
insert phone by sliding the phone from
the top to the bottom. Move the
mounting bracket back over the phone
and press down until the mount is
completely snug with the phone.
Tighten the bracket screw knob and
shake lightly to make sure the phone is
secured tightly.
** Quick-release clip is nondetachable **
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2 Use the inner jaw and

F

jaw to clip

the tripod on an appropriate position
using three-point clamping. After fixing
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the tripod, shake slightly to make sure it
is clamped securely to prevent falling.

3 Loosen quick-release knob
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Takeway T1 Clamppod, and remove

B

quick-release clip B . Mount the
quick-release clip C . with T-PH02 on
quick-mounting platform G , and lock
the quick-release knob A ; using the
Ballhead knob H to rotate your phone
freely in 360 degree. Adjust your phone
to an appropriate position and start
using or shooting.

Dynamic use(such as:motorcycles,
bicycles, scooters, etc.), even violent
shaking, your smartphone will not
easily fall off, so
3C products have
the most solid grip.
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